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Conspiracy Theory 

(Def): A theory that explains 

an event or set of 

circumstances as the 

result of a secret plot by 

usually powerful 

conspirators.  
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3 Artists Conspire
This Issue features contemporary artists or collectives 
who's work is influenced by the social justice origins of 
conspiracy theories. These works serve as an outlet to 
articulate the extreme skepticism at the root of conspiracy 
theories, often experienced by politically disadvantaged 
groups. In a time of rampant conservatism and wrongful 
oppression, these artists work to speak truth to morally 
imperative conspiracies. This art is critically aware of the 
unjust, unspoken, yet rarely validated truths around us. 




Bibiana Medkova
Bibiana Medkova is multi-disciplinary photography, 
installation and sound artist currently pursuing her MFA 
from the University of Massachusetts-Amherst. 
Medkova's work seeks to critique the rhetoric a the root 
of many American crisis and political movements. By 
highlighting the inherent bias and racial injustices of our 
federal government, the work seeks to reveal the 
realities of which we have been socially blinded. 
Medkova posits that the US addresses conflict with a 
warlike mentality but sensationalized conflict blind us to 
many of the issues we are directly impacting. Bibiana 
Medkova's conspiracy theory of the New World 
suggests beneath the glistening prosperity of Hollywood 
falls 3.7 million living outright poverty that are 
intentionally forgotten. 
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Jamie Lynn Shafer
Jaime Lynne Shafer is a contemporary artist, whose  
work centers around social injustices and historical 
issues articulated through handmade books. Shafer 
work explores the everyday social issues reported in 
newspapers, magazines, and on the internet, and how 
we interpret these events within our daily lives. She 
theorizes that we remove ourselves from these tragic 
events because we only value a reality where we are 
directly affected by tragedy. Many of Shafer’s works 
highlight tragedies that have occurred within small-town 
America, noting how a lack of concern for public health 
leads to the death of many people. By addressing, 
these tragic events that both news and people have 
forgotten, Shafer successfully constructs a conspiracy 
theory. The theory being our ability to morally 
disconnect from events that we believe ‘does not affect 
us.’ 
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Jenny Holzer
Jenny Holzer is a New York-based artist best known for 
her text-based works. Holzer's work explores language 
both as means of communication and outright oppression. 
Holzer choices to work with words because she believes it 
makes the work accessible and provides a greater 
connection to more people. The work features language 
as a medium for connecting experiences, and how 
manipulation of people’s voices can change their intent. 
By exploring the rhetoric of modern information systems, 
she can create social discourse sounding her work. 
Transcripts of war, feminists manifesto, and newsreels 
have all provided a subject manner for her work. Jenny 
Holzervshowcases how the manipulation of 
communication can generate a well-fueled conspiracy 
theory. 
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